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T abu t: Muharram Observances
in the History of Bengkulu
Abstrak: Budaya, sebagai produk dari sesuatu masyarakzt, 
.bisa berfungsi
sibogoi alat uituk migtkspruikan berbagai macarn makna baik bagi
utorlarokot pm dukungnya maupun pihak luar ya.ng memiliki kepen tin gan
d"rgo, *ory*okot ,inl*t. xeitkn masyylkzt, knrma arus perubahan be'
,or,"dirrrrui untuk mmdefi.nisikzn kunbali jati dirinya,,awu kctika suatu
pernerinahan, kzrena alasan politik, ingin menyampaikan stmu kebijah-
'sa4n 
teftentu, budaya meniad.i alatyangbisa membantu mencapai tuJudn'
,r1*, itu. Dalam ierangkzini buiayapun dihidupkan kembali dan direin'
terpraasi. Teapr reintipretasi' dan'penghidupan fnmlali' suatu budaya
akzn lebih efeinf jikz budaya wsebut ada pada uhap kenlattan. Dengan
kza lain budayayangkuat iutit diinterpruasi, apaw dihidapknn kembali.
Tibut dalarn oniptliri dipakzi ttbosoi contoh kzsus untuk menunjukkzn
bagairrtanaproses reinterpretasi ini dilakukzn oleh swtu ma.syarakat, dalarrt
hal ini masyarakat Benghulu.
P ada ata al ny aT ab u"t adiltah up dc dr a $gam a y an g bi^as a di adaknn un tu k
rtemperingati iari kernatian Husayn di Karbek. Kata'tabut' sendiri dzlarn
bahasd Ar"ab diasosiasikan dengan pti mati. Dalarn updldra tersebwt rne-
ntangtabut dhnaksudkan sebagai represenusi dari kuburan Husayn' Menu-
,ut s-unber yang berasal dari Asia Selaun, miniatur kuburan ini pmzma
hzti digunikaidolo* peringawn kernatian Husayn pada abad ke 
_14 
auu
1r,. Ke;ikz padz abad'ke t/ Inggns rnenempatkan ordng-ordng India di
Bengkulu unruk rneniaga ktpeitingan dagang Inggris di sana, tradisi ini
ikut terbau;a,
Sutit dibuktikzn apakah rradisi ini sudah dipraktekzn pada abad tersebut
a4u belurn. Yangplas Villizrn Mmsdm dan Sir Tltomas Rafles, duapenulis
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ydng ada di kngkulu pada saat Bengkulu dikwtsasi Ingris, tidak menying-
gungTabut samd sekali. Dan kzkupun memdngtrddisi ini sudah pernah
drprakt e kan o leh pen d uduk Ben gkul u sej ak m asa ter s e b ur, padz 1 9 1 4 T ab ut
digarnbarkan oleb van Ronkel sebagai rradisi yangharnpir mati.
Walaupun pnulis drtikel ini tidak berusaha membuktikzn secara his-
toris benar-tidaknyapernyataan van Ronhtl tersebut, dia dengan baik sekati
men gun akzn pn dapat ini untuk mmyarnpaikzn satu pesan penting kekuat
an T abut bagi rnasyarakat Ben gkul u justeru terleuk pada kenyatazn bahaa
tradisi itu hatnpir rnati. Dengan kondii yang dernikian. Tabut menjadi
tra^disi yang sangat wbukz untuk direinwpretasi dan dibidupknn kernbali.
Tapi kenapa nmsyarakzt Bengkulu prlu rnengtnterpretai tadisi rnere-
kz? Pada dnarnya rnaslardkat Bengkul u merupakan masyarakat yang sdn gat
beragarn. Berbagai rnacam suku-anara lain Melayu, Bugis dan Miiong*o-
bau-hadir di sana. Bahkan pada masa kekuasaannya (165j-152, Ingns
rnerrtbawa ordng-orang /uar Indonesia, dalam hal ini Cina dzn Inda, ke
Be n gku I u. D en gan dem ikinn yan g diseb ut' o ran g Bengku lu' bukan /ah s uatu
hesatuan rnasyarakntyangutuh, api carnpuran dari berbagai rnacarn unsur
dengan bahasa dan budzyanya sendiri. Karena bahasa asli yang sernestinya
ntenjadi salah satu perekat sosial tidzk dirniliki oleh rnasyarakat Bengkulu,
m aka tidak h eran kal au Tabut m ern i I i ki beban yan g be gitu berat. I a di gun a-
kzn sebagai waltana untuk rnenyatukan identias mereka (atnu untuk rrterrt-
bayan gkan bahwa nerekz seben arnya satu maEarahzt, in gatlmagine Com-
munities-nya Anderson). untuk mengakomodasi fungsi baru tersebut, un-
suragdtnd, dalarnTabut direkzn,sementarAaspek loha/dinnjolkan sederniki-
an rupd. sehinga ia sekzrang diangap sebagai budaya lokal.
Pada rnasa orde Baru Tabut diberi tekanan baru. Dalam rangka rnent-
bangun kebesaran bangsa Indonesia, orde Baru berusaha rnembingkitkzn
budzya lokaL Di bau,ahyurisdiksi Departemen Pendidikan fun Kebudayaan 
,
Tabut diprornosikzn besar-besaran letaat publikzsi pemsrintih. Selain usa-
ha ini nrcn-dukung pengernbangan tuisrn'e, beberapa pesan negara juga bisa
tersa.rnpaikan dengan baik. IdiologtnegaraPancasila, larnban[burunggaru-
da dan pua puan pernbangunan, rnisalnya, kini nrcnjadi bagian dan upac-
araTabut.
usaha rn asyarakat I oknl un tuk rnen gun akan T ab.r- sebagai saran a pern -
bentukan identius dan keteupan pemerintab orde Bari untuk neng-
gunakznnya sebagai alat propaganda negara semakin menjauhkan Tabut
d"ari asal-usulnya. Dengan hza lain Tabuttidzk dikembangkan dalarrt rangka
pengernbangan tradisi klarn, api dirnasukkan ke dzkm kerangka pemba
ngunan budaya lokal dan juga budaya bangsa^ Tabut yang asalnya rnilik
ttrnat, kini rnenjadi bagian dari kekzyaan bangsa
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lntroduction
abutisthe name given to the commemoration of Muharram as it
is observed in Bengkulu, Indonesia. The basic traditions connected
with its observance have their origins in Muslim India. However
the Tabut has, over the course of its development in Bengkulu, absorbed
and incorporated various local elements. Recently the"Tabut Festival"
has come to be seen as a symbol of 'local Bengkulu culture', this reinter-
pretation facilitating the easy absorption of this potentially disruptive'
happening into the fold of acceptable and even desirable 'local cultural
heritage' as defined by the present lndonesian governmenr.
The city of Bengkulu is an ethnically diverse cenrer with a popula-
tion of roughly 85,000. This includesMalays, with regional immigrants
from the southern areas of Serawak, Pasemah, Kuar/Vlulak, from the
Rejang of the Bukit Barisan region, the Muko-Muko from the north,
and the nearby island of Enggano. To this mixrure were larer added
numbers of Buginese, Minangkabau, and more recently, as a result of
government transmigration programs, larger numbers of Javanese.- Of
non-Indonesian ethnic groups the principal are Chinese, as well as a
considerable number of descendants from mixed marriages berween ln-
dian immigrants and the local population of more regional ethnicities.
The two 'non-Indonesian' groups are historically reiated through their
place in the development of-the city under its British administration
which lasted form 1685-1825.- During rhis period, 'Bencoolen' became
an ethnically diverse settlemenr in which the various elements (native,
European, Chinese, and Indian) were related rhrough a complex web of
inter-dependence. The way in which this situation first took shape can
be gleaned from the following excerpr from a dispatch from Fon York
(Bengkulu) to Madras in 1686. There we read:
Th is place il car be keept by y" English noe Doubt but may prove very advantageous
to (the) R' Hono"'' Comp" Ec may in time prove as famous as Banram. But undl that
the Chinesses, who are y'only uadeing men & the upholders of Baravia, are assured
that wee are able ro defend our Selves .g." .n enerny,' wee must (not) expect thern
here, & *"'out them Never must *.a a*p..t any considerable uade,... Soe that I
heanily wish for a recnrire, that bruite thereof May reach to Batavia to encourage y
Chenesses ro.come here, who will bring the most mony into the Hono"" Comp"
Coffers. (sic.)
These various ethnic groups living together in the ciry have devel-
oped their own unique yet composire culture through which to define
themselves as orang Bengkulu,or Bengkulunese." This synrhetic caregory
has been defined in an officialsazetteer oflndonesia thus:
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"Bengkulunese" originally came from many different ethnic groups among which
one can find descendants of Minangkabau, Aceh, Bugis, Banten, andJavanese. There
are also descendants of Sepoy soldiers from India who are rhe ones who brought the
ans of Taltut. However they all use a Minangkabau dialect of Malay. It is for this
reason that there is such adialect named Minangkabau-Bengkulu and also one known
as Melal.u-Bengkulu.'
This population of Bengkulunese inhabits a province with little claim
to national prominence other than its being the location where the larg-
e$ flower in the world,the RffisiaArnoldiis most commonlyfound."
Aside from this, however, the city is overraken for ten days each ye^r f.or
the celebration of rheTabut- and observance which, as we shall see, has
become somerhing of what Benedict Anderson has termed an "icon of
ethnicity"" and a prime symbol of Bengkulu as it has been redefined in
the cultural politics of New Order Indonesia.
The precise origins of. the Tabut are unclear but its foundation can be
traced through several cultural areas rhroughout the Muslim world. The
word (ubut) itself is menrioned rwice in rhe Qur'an, but in conrexn
removed considerably from those related ro rhe presenr-day fesrival. It
first appears in al-Baqara: 248, where al-abfu is used in reference ro rhe
Ark of the Covenanr." Elsewhere this same term designates rhe vessei in
which the infant Moses was placed in order to float down the river ro
safety from Pharaoh." However for our purpos es, Tabut " is best under-
stood with specific reference to the Muharram observances which com-
memorate the martyrdom of Flusayn, grandson of the Prophet
Muhammad at Karbala,Iraq in 680."
Commonly the Arabic wordubtttis defined simply as: "box, case,...
casket, or coffin..."'" And indeed in other places where procesional
Muharram obseryances are held, such as in Pakistan, the word is used to
refer to coffins representing those of Husayn and somerimes also other
manyrs of Karbala." More closely related to its Bengkulu contexr,.Tdboot
is defined in Yule and Burnell's Glosary of Anglo-Indian terms'o thus:
Taboot, s. The narne applied in India to a kind of shrine, or rnodel of a Mahomrnedan
Ma*soleum, of flimsy marerial, intended ro represent the tomb of Husain at Kerbela,
which is carried in procession during the Moharram.'"
According ro some South Asian traditions, "The use of these minia-
ture tombs (a'ztyah)... dares from the time of Amir Timur (A.D. 133C
1405), who on his return from Karbala made a model ofHusain'sromb."to
The stories of Timur's bringing rhe u'ziyah tradition to South Asia is
reported in such texrs as the Tazkc Timuri although the authority of
such stories has been quesrioned by scholars both MusIm 
"nd 
no.r.tt
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Textual Tradition
The textual tradition surrounding Muharram throughout,the Mus-
lim world is immense, and it is repor;d that the Cprulli collection of the
Vatican Library aione contains some 1,055 texts'r Some of these are in
rhe form of dramatic scripts, while others consist of poetry or mourXing
songs to be recited during various qals 3f ]vluharram observances' In
,n .l.fy fwentieth ..r,ruft study oithe Tab.utinBengkulu' van Ronkel
ir"r,oriU., ,ome simi.lar v erses Q'a'at)which he compares rcthe mmsijeh
;G;;it ;r"dirion.'o This appears to be a functional equivalent of the
;;,4;F L*nd in some othei regions of the MalayJslamicate.world.In
hitltuay of the Hikzyar Muhai*ad' lyafuryah,L'F',Brakel,finds the
first pari of that epic to be a maqul and-further writes that, "The Preser-
,r"tion of this technicai term in some MSS of the Malay H'M'H'' and the
fact that it is quite applicable to the first p.a1 of. that text' both bear
*irn.r, to the possibiiiiy of such a recitation being known in eariy Indo-
neslan lslam.
In addition to this are a number of other Malay texts reiated to the
events commemorated during the month of Muharram. Perhaps the
most well known is Ceriu dai Tabut,manuscript #1 158 of the National
iiirrry in I akarra.u This text consists of a brief syn.opsis of rhe.Tabut x
obr.-.d in Bengkulu as well as notes on its historiohagiographical back-
ground. In fact,Its general tone seems to mark it as a product.written at
ihe specific ,.qu.rt of , foreign schofal or colo-nial officiai; as it seems to
have'been e-pioy.d Uy O.f-."HAtich in 1888.$ Among 9th;r tex* more
indirectly .o.,..in.d #ith th. Tabut, but nonetheiess dealing with the
evenrs oi Karbala include r.he Hiknjat Hasan dan Hoesajn which exists in
at least two recensions listed in a supplemental list of Minangkabau manu-
scriors at the Musewn I)an het Bauaiaascb Gmootschap van Kunsten en
irirnnhopprr.'' Thi, work conrains several incidents from the Imams'
childhooJ which are reminiscent of those found in the Hikayat
Muhartntad Hanafilryahmentioned above. Neither of these works, how-
ever seem to have-been involved in Muharram observances in Bengkulu'
As Professor Brakel informs us, "The H.M.H. knows nothing of. Wbut
processions, and so on, but mentions only fasting, weeping, food-offer-
ings and rhe bubur ."
One later work that does seem to 'know of. the abut'is the Hikayat
pennah Negeri Bengga'laof Ahmad Riialuddin.'o In thiswork mention is
made of the" Tabut Aebration which seems to indicate a degree of famil-
iarity with such celebrations in the early nineteenth century Anglo-In-
dian world. The author also rather frequently describes thinp as look-
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ing "like a tabut,"'" and he frequently uses this comparison to describe
everithing from Hindu temples to bathing tank s." The Hikayar includes
some short descriptions of Indian Muharram celebrations as well as ac-
counrs of Hindu fistivities in which the author sees some similarity. Of
the former he writes:
Now I shall tell you about the festivities of Muharram, when all sorts of enrcrtarn-
rnerrs are put on by the Indian Muslims and splendid tabuts te constructed on
which the Nawab Khanjir Kahn spends thousands of rupees. on the tenth of the
nronth, Ihe taLluts are taken to Karbala field. In this field there is a very large tank to
whicjr the talruts are taken, accompanied by crow& of men and women' I can assure
yotl.
It is, however, unclearwhether this familiarity came from the aulhor's
earlier experience in the British-controlled ports of the Malay world or
his subsequent time spent in Anglo-India.
Descriptiont*
On the night before the first of Muharram a small procession is made
from each village to a special place nearby which rePr€sents Karbala
and then proceeds on to a small shrine called a Sergah" which is dedi-
cated to Syech Burhanuddin-the Sepoy traditionally accredited with
the introduction of the Tabut traditions to Bengkulu''' The procession
usually consists of only a handful of people whom, shortly after sunset
prayers, go to the place representative of Karbala and gather a small
mound of earth'" (about the size of a coconut), which is ceremonially
placed withinthe gergahwhere it remains until the tenth of Muharram.'
Shortly after the installation of the soil within the gergah, a small group
of descendants of Syech Burhanuddin visit the gergah to offer Arabic
prayers @r'o), incense, and a mixture of strong coffee and spiced water
known as air serobat .
Vhile this small group of men connected with Bengkulu's older abut
families recite their du'a, most of the rest of the town is making their
way towards the park nearby the governor's residence in the city center.
There local forms of music and dance are performed on a floodlit stage
provided bythe provincialgovernment.- Considerable pride is taken in
these performances which are usually organized into competitions be-
rween groups representing the city's various neighborhoods, and every
afternoon in the weeks leading up to the celebration these groups can be
found in yards and vacant iots throughout the town Practicing for their
moment in the spotlights of rhe Tabut Festival stage.
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On second Muharram, the 'official' construcrion of the bangsal, or
first abut is commenced. Once consrmcrion of this first wbut is under-
way, one can see them being built in nearly every neighborhood of
Bengkulu during the days which foilow. The ubut themselves are acru-
ally cenotaphs built atop pushcarts and decorated with various motifs.
One of the most prominent of which is a represenrarion of Husayn
riding atop the winged steed Buraq, Muhammad's mounr during his
"night journey" 
.(mi'ra) through the heavens to within "two bow's
lengths" of God." In Indonesia (i.e. in Bengkulu and Pariaman) effigies
ofBuraq are often found adorning the ubutthatare paraded through the
SITCCIS.
On the evening of third Muharram, ikan-ikzn and burung-burung
dances are held for enioyment and to raise money to comolete the con-
struction of the abui.*'' These consisr of wandering ,roup., carrying
large effigies of birds or fish* wirh which they dancelo the accompani-
ment of drums, bells, and violins or flutes- which is sometimes amoli-
ried by makeshift sound systems on wooden push-carts.o' The troupes
compass the neighborhoods coliecting money for the construcrion of
rhe abut. Vhen they find the home of a willing donor, they stop for a
performance: the music intensifies, and one of the group begins dancing
with the bamboo and paper bird or fish frame covering his head and
torso. F{e is soon joined by others dancing around him with their hands
in the air. Generally a crowd follows these minstrels from house to house
u'ith those who choose nor ro dance forming a crowded ring around
those who do, thus contributing nonetheless with much shouting and
clapping of hands.
On the night of fourth Muharram , the Burung-Burung and lkan-Ikan
dances continue throughout the neighborhoods of Bengkulu. A11 this
occurs on the 'unofficial' side of the Tabut festivities. However, mean-
while,.as part of the official program- in recent years geared toward
attracting tourism '- other musicalperformances are being held on the
t'loodlit stage in the center of ro*n.t- This evening's 
-rrsic irogram fea-
tures several local Gamatgroups; a local style of Malaymusic performed
with violins, accordions, and drums.
On rhe morning of 5 Muharram a small group assembles later in the
day for another ceremony nor on the of{icial calendar of events. After
mid-atternoon prayers is held a ceremony c alledthe dudukpnja,in which
the standard s (penja)* and other materials used in the Tabut observances
are ritually cleaned and prepared for use. In preparation for this cer-
emony, srraw mats were placed on the ground immediately before the
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gergah where ceremonial functionaries were to sit and perform their
?ui.r. Three men, all claiming descent from Syech Burhanuddin, are in
;i*. of ,h. pro..edings. Afier taking their places on the mats, one of
theni removei the *ooi.n panel before the door of the gergah. Once
this was placed aside, he r.rih.d in to retrieve a small charcoal burner
for incense which he placed before him on the mat and lit. soon an aged
and tattered six-sided basket containingthepmja is opened and its con-
tents are removed. These penia are mital standards of an outstretched
hand which in traditional 
^Siti;ite 
iconography are used to represent the
five pure members of the Prophet's household'
on.. these objects .r. out of the basket, they are sprinkled with
warer and placed in the bucket of water to which mtlk and air serobat are
no* addei. In this mixrure, the pnjasoak and are stirred around to be
ritually cleansed. They are then iinsed again in a bucket of cold water to
*hic(cut limes have'been added. After thepenjaare carefully removed
and dried, long bamboo poles are brought in and laid down so that their
orna-entrl, fiie-fingered^ ends (ari-iari) are within easy reach of the func-
tionaries. Four of these five fingers (the middle being excluded) are then
tipped with the cut limes fromrhe penia'soaking bucket'
^ bn. of the functionaries then affixes a three-pointed standard to the
cenrer finger of the jari-jan with green and yellow thread. Next, several
str"* ,nd"yellow-cioth sleeved "alms" or stands are taken from the bas-
ket and attached to the bottoms of the smallpmja.The assembled pieces
are rhen placed on the while cloth-box stands. Once these racks of penja
,r. .rr.-bled they are wrapped in white muslinr cioth and bound in
yeiiow string before being diaped over with thin garlands.of greens.
th.r. penjaiackets are thln diitributed ro members of cenain families
harring t.adiiional connecrions with the Tabut andwho have custodian-
ship of them for the remainder of the festival'
Si* br-boo poles are then brought in and flagst' from th.e penjabas-
ket are tied to their e.tds.* After this, the ceremonial utensils are taken
as'ay, the penja racks are moved out, and it is time f.or keliling-keliling'
fhii is a smaliprocession of.the penjaracks, platters of food, the jai'jai,
flags, sugar-caie stalks, and small banana trees which are carried in
.iriu..ra-bulation aroun drhe gergahseven times. Vhen this is finished,
the trees and flags are set in the four postholes at the corners of the
gergah;each poini containing one flag, one banana tree, and one stalk of
irg"r. .rrr.. The cro*d is sometimes very enthusiastic about this pan of
thi ceremony and uproot more trees than,are necessary to carry with
them in their circumambuiations.
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After the corners have been so decorated, the racks and rhe penja
basket are placed within rhe gergah where they remain while the food
platters are taken to a nearby elevated porch from where porrions of
nasi kebuli and irnpingare frantically distributed in a frenzied feast. The
ceremonies of. duduk pnja are usually finished around the time of sunset
Prayers.
On the night of fifth Muharram is the first beruji dol or "Battle of the
Drums," and the dol ' drum groups from different areas of town as-
semble in what seem like war camps. There, bonfires are lit and used to
heat the dol; warming the air inside them to creare convections which
intensify their sound. Around these blazes, drums are pounded and people
dance and shout while the atmosphere grovrs thick with exciremenr."
After some time spent warming up, the camps are ready to mobiiize to
visit their rivals in other parts of the city. This mobilization is often
aided by trucks which carry the heavy dol and throngs of people through
the streets. FIowever, this is only pan of a procession which includes
dozens of people walking or dancing berween the trucks. The entire
mission is lead by a row of young men carrying the flags and jari-jan.
Immediateiy behind them are several others walking while playing smaller
drums known 
^, 
t^o" and sometimes bells. This is ...o-prni."d by the
thunder of. dol as they are played in the open beds oftrucks. These ve-
hicles are packed not only with the doland their players, but also with
folks dancing and others sitting arop rhe cab and walls who rear leaves
tiom the trees they pass under to wave as banners.
This procesion stops briefly at each simple gergah" ir passes to dance
and reheat the tasa at roadside fires. However, the primary purpose of
these pauses was to salute the gergah that is pased. This is done by those
carrying the jari-jari at the head of the procesion. One by one, they
turn to the side of the road, and as they approach the gergah, rhey tilr
their poles so that their jari-jari touch those of the gergah visited (which
stand atop a similar pole beside it). As they touch, one cries our " Assalamu
alaikurrt" and the crowd him responds,"Wd'alaikurn sAlArn." This is
done at every gugah visited.-
The procession of the firx night'sfuuji do/ eventually arrives at Berkas
where the dolare unloaded from the trucks and carried with bamboo
poles down a narrow road to the grassy, seaside clearing near rhe gergdh
of Syech Burhanuddin. There, this visiting army of dol and accompany-
ing entourage met with a similar force based there and much pounding
of drums and dancing ensued. Amid the noise and confusion, a small
procession followed those bearingthe jari-jari to rhe gergah where the
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standards were touched together in salute before this small procession.
After the short visit to rhe gergah, all dance and pound drums beneath
the stars and slender palms for a while before moving back to the road
where the trucks await. There the dolare loaded back on to the trucks
and the procession continues on as before through the city.
The evening of 8 Muharram is known as the night of sorban, when
the coki are escorted with flags and jarilari to the stage in rhe park. Cohi
have been described as "small abuf'but are usually not constructed in
the same stupa-fashion." Th.y usually take the shipe of small portable
'shrines' made of p3per, cardboard, &c. and colorfully decorated with
paper and flo*ers.'" They are placed about chest high on small cans and
used to carry the ceremonially wrapped "penja-packets" to the cenrer of
town on this evening .The cokif.rom each area are brought into the park
and form a row in front of the stage where more exhibitions in the form
of local dance and music comoetitions are held.
The evening of ninth Muharram is known as Arak Gedang. On this
evening the ubut are brought from their neighborhoods to the park
where they are lined up before the stage. On this evening, groups per-
forming various forms of music and dance (e.g.. Musik Dol, Gamat,Iknn-
ikzn) in the evenings previous perform their music and dances on srage.
There are also several masquers on hand to excite the crowd to dancing
after they have become anae$hetized by the long-winded series of offi-
cial speeches given over rhe sound sysrem in place for the music.
On the morning of 10 Muharram, rhe Tabut are brought ro rhe
governor's residence before the park. ' There, they form a line with the
Tabut fromBerkas, the oldest, in the lead position. Before the assembly
of. abut and local dignitaries seated on rhe governor's porch, dol are
beaten and a dance is struck up which is mostly ioined in by members of
tlie old ubur families a.rd ,rriious iocal officiais. From here begins the
procession of. abut to 'Karbala'where they are disposed of. However,
before the procession begins, the crowd is once again subject to a barrage
of speeches by various officials sheltering themselves in the shade of the
governor's porch. Once this grear fonr of hot wind is exhausted, the
procession begins. Dol music is heard and before the oldest Tabutyoung
folks carrying the flags and jari-jariand a line of men dresed in thi long
white robes of Shaykhslead the procession pass rhe governor's house and
through town to Karbala.* In Bengkulu, Karbala is actually a cemerery
containing the grave of Syech Burhanuddin, a Sepoy soldier tradition-
ally credited with the introduction of. Tabut to the region."'
On this day, this cemerery is packed with people, mosr of whom are
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barefoot, having removed their shoes before entering such holy ground.
There, offerings are made of strong coffee, air serobat,and incense while
Arabic prayers are offered. Sometimes during the course of these rituals
some spectators become 'posesed' (kzmasukan) or enter into trance
states, thus requiring the attention ofthe ritual specialist present in order
to be returned to normal. Such occurrences seemed to be even more
numerous during 1998 than in previous years.
After this, dne Mkas Tabut, bearing the ptja packet from Syech
Burhanuddin's gergalt there is brought near. The pnja are taken from
the Tabut to the grave before some of the crowd begin dismantling the
Tabut, often throwing its paper flower decorations to the children that
are present. \ftile they are doing that, a small group of functionaries
from the d uduk pn j a begin disasse mbling the penj a,packet and rep I acing
its components in the old basket from which they were taken on 5
Muharram. Later what remnant of the food offerinp," coffee, and air
serobat are distributed (as far as they last) amonpt the crowd while the
frame of the ubutisdiscarded in an emptylot nearby. Then much of the
crowd disperses, but quite a few remain, sitting in the shade of an ancient
tree in the center of the cemetery, enjoying a simple beverage and picnic.
Much of this may look familiar to those familiar with the Muslim
culture of South Asia, and it is there that we find the origins of.the Tabut
as it is observed in western Sumatra. The major connection beween
these rwo areas throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nine-
teenth century is lot to be found in some common "Indianized" cul-
tural sub-stratrrm,o'' but rather in the policies of the British East India
Company, whose coastal Sumatran settlements were linked to their ad-
ministration of the sub-continent. To understand how this is so, we will
briefly examine the history of the region since its first contact with the
British in the seventeenth century.
History
The history of the Tabut in Bengkulu is inextricably interrwined with
that of the English East India Company in Sumatra. Thus a brief sum-
mary of British colonial history in the region may be of some use here.
The earliest record we have of any British activity in the area comes
from an account of the Frigat e Zant which landed at Silebar, just to the
south of the present day city of Bengkulu in 1668. There an arrempr was
made to establish a British trading posr, rhough the negotiations wenr
nowhere as the British were "unable to converse with the natives for
want of interpreters."
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Later, after being expelled from Bantam in !682,"" the British facto-
ries in the archipelago scrambled to re-establish themselves and main-
tain their position in the highly profitable pepper trade.In the following
year on 1 August, the king granted a.commision enabling them to at-
tempt reclamation of their fort there.* However after several setbacks,
the British soon decided against this policy and chose instead to establish
themselves elsewhere in the region for the continuation of their pepper
ventures. They first set their sights on Acheen (Aceh) where they planned
to arrange a treaty with the sultan which would provide them with trad-
ing privileges in the Muslim sultanate o+the nonhern tip of Sumatra. In
1684 rwo British officials from Madras were sent to the coun of Sul-
tanaZaqiyat al-Din Inayat Shah" but were refused permission to revive
afacrory that they had established earlier in the century and since ne-
glected. Nevertheless, their mision was not a complete failure. For at
Aceh, Ord and Cawley were approached^by rulers from the rWest
Sumatran districts of Barus"' and Pariaman'- who offered them a mo-
nopoly of their pepper trade and land on which to build fortifications in
return for protection from the Dutch. These parties then went together
to Madras where they concluded a treaty which was to establish a Brit-
ish factory at Pariaman. However for a combination of several reasons
when the British returned to Sumatra they did not settle at Pariaman but
at a spot which they called'Bencoolen, situated some 300 miles to the
south." AlthoughOrd's Deputy'- attempted to justify this violation of
the contract withTariaman and the relocation of the British settlemenr
on the hland, the Directors of the Company were not pleased. The
negative attitude of the Company towards the Bencoolen which was
established at this point seems not to have been considerably assuaged
over the 140 years following, duringwhich the Company controlled the
site. This is evidenced by the derogatory descriptions found in numer-
ous epistles, both official and personal, written by British officials serv-
ing in the region. It was said at that time that the local inhabitants them-
selves thought of the place as a wnah mad (dead land).' Vhen Raffles
arrived there in 1818, "the district was saturated with malaria; the offi-
cials underpaid, corrupt, and without hope; the Malays, suffering under
the iniquitous system of forced culture, disaffeaed and hostile.""
\We know that at least part of the population of the area was Mus-
lim by 1685, the time of the establishment of the British at Bencoolen.
For in the original 'contracrs of friendship' berween the British and
the local leaders Patte Nagarakiddul and Patte Rangaitta the larrer were
asked to, "sweare ,rpon f Alcoran ro be true Er faithfull to y" Right
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FIon'''' Comp"and to assist & help us again"all our adversares... (sic.)"7s
Furthermore in the documenrs recording the first landing of the Eng-
lish at 'Bancoolen' we find evidence of their frustration over rhe facr
that they had to wait several weeks ro obrain a load of pepper because
the "Country people" would not bring any down during the monrh of
Ramadhan.
Shortly after this time,"' a group of Indian Sepoy troops was landed
at nearby Indrapour, and we hear of similar arrivals at the new settle-
ments .i M^njutr" and Batang-Kapas in the following yr r." It was
also in 1686, on 12 Agril, that the East India Company came under a
new, revised charter." Included in one of its articles was rhe deciara-
tion of martial law at Pariaman; a policy change that wouid presum-
ably require an increased security force. However the records that I
have had access to are not conclusive as to whether or not more Sepoys
were stationed on the wesr coast of Sumatra as a result of this decision.
The presence of Sepoy troops in Bencoolen is almost as old as the
British presence there itself, as one of the many chronic problems fac-
ing the British stationed rhere was that of security. Indeed, as early as
the first year of their occupation it was noted rhat:
Wee think it not convenient to entertain any of the Maiiays as Souldiers, for
being such pfidious People,.as by dayly experience wee finde them to bee, wee
Should only furnish them *'n ..mes to doe our Selves an irjl',ry.'o
This concern was in no way diminished during the early eighreenth
century as we see from a dispatch of 1705,wherein the council of York
Fort (Bencoolen) refused to reduce the number of soldiers srarioned
there, "not being willing, as they said, to have their throats cur."81
Things continued on in a similar vein through the revolt of.Ut9 when
Fort Marlborough was caprured and the British were driven into the
sea by a local uprising."' Similar incidents plagued Bencoolen through-
out its administration by the British culminating in the 1805 murder of
Resident Thomas Parr, in a midnight attack on his home by a group of
Maiays.
Not only soldiers bur orher Indians as well were brought to
Bencoolen under rhe British administration, as we find repons that in
the early eighteenth cenrury, Resident Joseph Colletr, "encouraged
country traders from Bengal as well as Madras," to move to the Vest
sumatran Setriemenr."' ve haoe a brief sketch of the situation of the
Indian immigrants there early in the following cenrury from the writ-
ings of Benjamin Heyne, a surgeon and naturalist working for the
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company at Madras who visited sumarra in 1812. In his remarks on
'Benkulen Society,' he writes:
There are a number of Bengalese settled here, as handicrafamen and servants.
All tailors ancl washermen at Marlborough are of this description... The Bengalese
here are mostly, if not all, Mussulmen, and inrermarry with the Malays; and soon
lose thernselves so far, thai their progeny look, 
".,, 
,o,l speak iike other Maiays'.."
Yet another source of Indian immigration into the region came
oniy towards the end of the British administration of Bencoolen-the
rransDorration of Indian convicts. Around 7787,tt Bencoolen became
a penal colony for convicts from Bengal and other parN of British
Iniia.*o Bastin informs us that the initial importation consisted of about
a hundred persons,8/ but that by t823 there were between S0G900
convicts employed on public works and in rhe cultivation of spices in
the Fon MaitUoro"gtt dirtri.tr.*' The greatest increaqg in convicts came
under the residency of sir Thomas stimford Rafflest' who introduced
significant .efor-s in the penal system in British Southeast Asia'o and
laid the groundwork for the liberal {rstems that were later established
in Penaig, Malacca, and Singapore. ' On 20 December,1823 Raffles
wrore to 
-Gorr...r-ent informing them on the convict population of
Bencoolen, "The convicts now at Bencoolen amount to 800 0r 900,
and the number is gradually increasing. Theyare natives of Bengal and
Madras; that is to say of those presidencies." -
v'e do nor have any direct evidence of the participation of these
convicts in the Tabut obsewances of Bengkulu, but it is well-known
tliat Indian prisoners in similar institutions in Southeast Asia were ac-
tive participants in Muharram processions. Frequentqmention is made
o{ "iaboot'i processions being held by the "Kling" community in
Singapore, a significant portion of which arrived there as convicts un-
d.rih. British"system oi penal colonies.'* Often such references are in
connection with legal problems and gQvernment attemPts to ban such
proceedinp, such as in 18f.2 when the angered 'Klings' reacted with a
ge.rerai strike from work." By the mid-nineteenth century' problems
ielating to these processions prompted government affion, and in 1842
the Penane police "had forbidden the 'Tabut'to be carried around the
town."'o fh. ,pprr.nt crisis escalated to the point that in October of
1855 the Resident Councillor of Singapore advised the Governor that
the celebration of Muharram festivals be prohibited. However for vari-
ous political reasons this suggestion *r, n.rr.r fully implemented."
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Previous Scholarship
During the Brirish adminisration of Bencoolen, it was home not only
to traderg military personnel, and convicts, but also to some of the most
recognized orientalists of British Southeasr Asia includingVilliamMarsden
and Sir Thomas Stamford Raffi.r.* It ir rulprising that il4arsden makes no
mention of the Tabut in his magnum opus-rhe encyclopedi c History of
Surnatra,* although he served in the secretariat at Fort Marlborough
(Bengkulu) for eight yearr.t* Th.t such an acute observer would overlook
so vivid a sp.ctacie as the Tabutfestivaitot seems srrange and tempts one ro
believe that perhaps the celebration was unknown in Bengkulu during
the time of Marsden's residenry there. However, this may also be due to
the fact that, as a theme of his History, Marsden was preoccupied with
discovering and reponing on rhe 'original' culture of thi 'True Malayr"o'
and therefore may have intentionally overlooked things such asthe Tabut
which he would most likely have associated with the 'Mohammedan'
rituals of the Indian rroops srarioned there. Nonethelesg even in his Dir-
tionary of the Malayan lzngtage, he defines ubn simply as: "Pers. the ark
of the covenant delivered by God ro rhe prophet Adam, and from him
transmitted to Moses,"'"- making no reference to it in relation to the ob-
senances in Bengkulu. Neither is mention of. the Tabutto be found from
the pen of Raffles, usually an excruciaringly acute observer of local cul-
tures. However, perhaps because of the relatively recent narure of Indian
immigration and the transfer of.Tabuttradition to the are4 Raf{les would
not have thought of it as a local phenomenon and thus he may nor have
considered it fitting material to include in his studies of things Malay. Here
it is interesting to note that the first scholarly discusions of the subject
came only after the Dutch rook conrroi of the region in 1825, and for
them it may have seemed a more esrablished part of the local cultural
scene. It is, for insrance, described in some detail in rhe third volume of
Buddingh's R eizm... with panicular mention of the collection of money
for the ubut\ consrrucrion and the dudukpnjaobser,rances.tou
other instances of literary description or even mention of. the Tabut
are few and far berween. In the Perpusrakaan Nasional in Jakana is an
unsigned and undated manuscript simily entitled ceria dai tzbur,'* *rirren
in Malay with Arabic characrers. This texr formed rhe basis for a descrip-
tive anicle by the Dutch scholar O.L. Helfrich in 1888.'o' After this, a
small flurry of commentary by other Dutch scholars in the late nine-
teenth and eariy twentieth cenruries'uo was concluded with an epilogue by
the eminent turnof-the-cenrury orientalist Phillipus Samuel ,ri.t Ronkil
in 1974.""
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Rebirth of. Tabut Tradition
At the conclusion of his anicle on the Tabut. van Ronkel remarked
that it was a dying tradition.tto However, this pronouncement may have
,been a bit premature for over recent years the Tabuthxbecome a major
event and shown signs of vibrant growh. This curious resurgence of
Tabuttradition confronts us with some intriguing issues connected with
its ritual development which have significant implications for both local
communal identity and the elaboration of the New Order political cul-
ture in Indonesia. Both of these dimensions of the Tabut tradition's re-
cent renaissance are closely linked to the activities of the Ministry of
Education and Culture (Depanmen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan)who
have in recent years produced a number of publications on the Tabut."'
\Yy'hen we compare the present Tabutfesrival with earlier reports we
have of its observance we notice some very significant changes, pointing
to an interpretation of the Tabut as an example of what Eric Hobsbawn
has termed "the invention of tradition."ttt- Hobsbawn notes that the
invention of tradition seems especially prevalent in societies undergoing
rapid transformation, such as those found in the industrialized world
over the past two-hundred years. He writes that during such times, a
kind of cultural "adaptation... (take$ place for old uses in new condi-
tions and by using oli models for new purpor.r.'tt'' Thus in the'inven-
tion' of the Tabut, familiar patterns were revived and reinterpreted in
order to create new traditions. New Order oolicies reinteroret the tradi-
tions surrounding Tabul to emphasire nit some spiritual connection
with the House of the Prophet (as is the case with some Muharram
observances elsewhere in the world), but with a sense of nationalistic
pride as it is elaborated in the New Order's interpretation of the na-
iional slogan: "Unity in Diversity"."*
Such a reinterpretation could not have had much of an effect on a
tradition that was thriving on its own-which would on the inenia of its
own momentum be somewhat resistant to such tampering. This is where
the imponance of van Ronkel's remarks about the near eclipse of Tabut
tradition earlier in this century becomes evident, for such a break in the
effective historical continuity of a tradition is, according to Hobsbawn,
a prerequisite to movements for its revival.'^ Such a process of 'revival'
is viewed by Hobsbawn as one of the characteristic components of many
I I/,
rnvented tradrtrons.
Hobsbawn and Ranger look at how ritual "invents" tradition in or-
der to afford a sense of legitimized continuity with the past and to expe-
rience tradition as fixed."' In the DerceDtion of a ritual's structure as
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"fixed" lies the prestige of tradition and in this prestige lies its power.
This type of process is one that Steven Sangren finds to be nothing less
than the "cultural constnrction of history.""' The revival of. Tabuttradi-
tion has, to a great extent, been a phenomenon of New Order Indone-
sian political culture. It is but one example of a national effort to increase
awareness of local cultures as a means of appreciating national greatness.
The goal, as stated in official publications, is so that, "lndonesians them-
selves are able to better understand and develoo their own cultures to-
ward strengthening the unification and unity of tndonesia."tt'
This idea of national greatness embodied in the diversity of its local
cultures is the prime focus of another of the New Order's culrurai un-
dertakings- Tarnan Mini Indonesiz Ind.ahtto 
- 
, .rrltr.rral theme park whose
foundations lay in the inspiration that First Lady Ibu Tien Suharto re-
ceived during a visit to Disneyland. The central focal point of this park
is a man-made lagoon in which are landscaped replicas of all the narion's
major islands. Around this lagoon are pavilions representing each of
Indonesia's various regions with examples of traditional art, architec-
trr., &.."' It is a monitrous New Order project aimed at developing "a
ieeling of togetherness and mutual understanding berween one region
and another,"'-- and "to encourage a deep understanding and implemen-
tation of Pancasila (the Five Principles) in the lndonesian stare."'- This
is all done to "promote public admiration and strengthen affection for
this country and its endless cuitural variety.""' Taman Mini thus plays
an important role in the New Order's reconceprualizing of local tradi-
tions as it employs symbols of framed regional cuhures as evidence of
national greatness.
These regional cultures all fall under the jurisdiction of the national
Ministry of Education and Culture,"'which has greatly facilitared the
revival/invention of Tabut tradirion. Recenr programs undertaken by
this department such as the Project for tlte Research and Registration of
Local Cwltures'-" and Proiect for the Inventort and Docwnentation of Local
Crltrres"' have been directed ar, as one go,r.rn-.nr^publication reads,
"the mining and enrichment of regional cultures""o so that these re-
gional crltr"res could be "cultivated"and revived".t'" Th. organizational
structure of these programs is designed to define these local culrures as
examples of 'cultural diversity' while at the same time fixing them firmly
within a unified national framework. In doing this, these projects pro-
duced several publications dealing sp.ecifically with the Tabut as a mani-
festation of 'Bengkulunese' cuiture.'''" The Tabut also got special men-
tion in other department publications on related areas such as music and
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drnce''", and from the 1970's on, the Tabutwasspecifically mentioned
in relation to "Bengkulu culture" in national census reports and gazet-
teers such as Indonesia Mernbangun- the clasifications of this genre be-
ing defined during the colonial era has imponant.implications for the
way in which it currently images its information.'-
Hobsbawn suggests that the prevalent type of invented traditions of
the period since the industrial revolution is that which serves in "estab-
lishing or symbolizing social cohesion or the membership of groups,
real or artificial comriunities."ttt This very phrasing is predicative of
Benedict Anderson's model of "Imagined Communities". Although
Anderson's primary concern is with the development and spread of na-
tionalism, several of his ideas in this book are applicable to smaller scale
communities as well. The setting fo r the TabutFestival is a case in point.
As a basically colonially-created entity, Bengkulu has linle to point to as
a unified community other than the fact that its various elements-
"Malay", "Indian", and "Chinese"t"- were brought together by the
British during their administration of the area.
The area of "Bengkulu" itself was demarcated by the British during
their official census and the classification was continued under the Dutch
colonial authorityt''s and later by the independent lndonesian govern-
ment.In this respect, Bengkulu is not unlike some other areas of Indone-
sia which were originally and primarily defined as geographical refer-
ences and not necessarily ai ethno-linguistic or cultural referents to their
inhabitants. However as the colonial census came to use this term as a
.rr.go.y,t-' it established the format upon which such an area could be
administered. Thus over time the categories created by the colonial cen-
sus classification system came to be taken as realities in and of themselves
by becoming legitimized through sheer repetition. As Anderson writes:
The new demographic topography put down deep social and institu-
tional roots as the colonial state multiplied irc size and functions. Guided
by its imagined map it organized the new educational, juridical, pubiic-
health, police, and immigration bureaucracies it was building on the
principle of ethno-racial hierarchies,which were, however, aiways un-
derstood in terms of parallel series.'''
In the case of Bengkulu we have a vivid example of what Anderson
describes as the way in which categories devised by "the (confusedly)
classifying mind of the colonial state"'''o came to take on an aura of real-
ity. \Xihile such categorizations may give form to administrative units,
and even make them appear to be fixed forms, the content of these colo-
nially created categories is much les clearly defined: "\flho am I?"-"I
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am-a."Bengkulunese," but, "what is a "Bengkulunese?..." In this area of
self-definition within pre-defined categoriei, ritual and tradition may
become imporrant;''" for around such ri-tuals and traditions, conceptions
of identity can form.
Throughout Imagined communities,Anderson points to the impor-
tance of -language in the developmenr of nadonal ia.ntitf rnine c.e-
ation of "Bengkulunes" language d_id play ipaft, but ,roi as great as ithad in other instances of comm"nal ideniity iormation. it or?- i-.gin_
ing themselves as Bengkurunese sought to iatch onro ,o*.Jing morethan one of many dialeas of Maray is the primary symbor oila.nury.They,eventually (and only ,rery. ricently) came ro pass this grear sym_bolic burden onto the Tabut,and onto rhis p.imary sy^mbol lia,re ler the
other symbols of "Bengkuluness" attach rh.-r.lrr.rtto_ ,i t.* fo, ,t.duration of the annual festirral.'*'
Some examples of su.ch clusrered symbols of "Bengkuluness,, include
a abutbuilt upon a model Bengkuru iumah adat (t*afi"r.i"ryre house)yi'l r Rafflesia flower brightry painted on ih. fto"; ;.b1.. ThisRffiaa motif is also found,on 
-oi. "rraditional" 
"ari*il, ,, ,rror.built.upon effigies of Buraq. 'o' Borh of these examples comefromabut
which are not simple cenotiphs, bur rather penra-peaked *ith four smaler
T:il: :::i:r1l|ip rhe ceniral srmcrure. The,easoo iorur,. poprfrri,yor rnrs style ot Mbut construction in recent years has been explained to
me in sev-eral ways, including repons thar it represents the "firre pilrars,,
of Islam. However ttr,e m9;t 
.trSquent e*planation is that the firri peaksrepresenr Pancasila, the ofiicial srate ideology of Indonesia. This inter_pretation is especially convincing-hen aplii.a to ,r.f frrri.ut., .*-amples as a L991 ubur,of fivepeit ! Uiitt uptn th. back of a'larg., ;ofa.nGaruda, themyrhical mounf of the Hindu a.iry vrrn,,rJli-i"r i",the modern Republic of Indonesia.
.In such aspecrs we can view the Tabut a rrue curturar fair in which
cultural symbols of identity can be exhibited and communi.rt.Jio uotr,locai part.icipanti and out.id. observers. In fact it is officiailf f r".r.i"r.ato be so in authoritative government organs.such as Bengkulu,s daily
newspaper, Harian Sunarak,'." wi-re1e during the tggZ Tdb;fertirriti.r, ,front-page lead arricle proclaimed that the iobur*u,,,ju* tit. n.*i rrtSriwijaya in south Sumatra and the Lake Toba Festival in North
sumatra... a tourist promotion for those areas. (who t.* ,r....a.a inpromoting their local cultures at national and inrernat;onrt t.r,.i)}il;Thus the Tabut can be seen functioning in a way not unrike the created
communiry pavilions at Taman Miniwhere several very presentable
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aspects of culture, such as traditional architecture and wedding clothes,
are presented to both members and outsiders alike as a display of and
attempt at communication of identity.
As the tradition developed as a means of imagining the community
of Bengkulu, it underwent significant changes of both content and form.
Hobsbawn notes that while invented traditions often put great emphasis
on specific practices, the values which these practices are used to sym-
bolize are often but vaguely defined, that is "Their significance lay pre-
cisely in their undefined universality."'*' ln order for such an undefined
universaliry to be achieved, the Tabuthad first to be separated form its
earlier religious associations. In such'(re-)invented traditions' as those of
the Tabut, religious elements that may have cosmologically established
one's place in the universe are down-played in favor of the more imme-
diate concerns of defining one's self in relation to other parallel catego-
ries within the segmented (post)colonial schemata of. ethnoJinguistic
hierarchies. In this way the Tabut..was gradually stripped of its more
religious and potentially disruptive'* associations and instead was evolved
into a kind of local cultural fair. Thus, for our present context, it may be
said that the Tabut has, to a considerable extent, ceased to be a specifi-
cally religious ritual and been interuionally modified in order to become
"simply" a cultural performance."'
We find a very clear statement of just such an intent in the pronounce-
ment of the former provincial governor of Bengkulu, Razie Jachya, in
an article that appeared on the front page of Bengkulu's largest daily
newspaper on the fifth of Muharram,7992.There printed are the words
he pronounced upon the opening of the Tabut festivities earlier that
weeK:
The ceremonies oI Tabut are not religious services, but only a means for the
preservation and development of local culture. Do not mix-up the Tdbut wnh reli-
$on.
This emphasizing local, cultural aspects (which accordingto the state
ideology reflect national greatnes) rather than religious ones is perhaps
a step towards creating a nation-centric rather than umma-centric rheto-
ric, stressing more of a connection with the Republic of Indonesia rather
than with hlam. However, we must be careful not to read into this a case
of antagonism beween the government and Islam, but rather an attempt
at an inclusive culrural definition applicable to all religious groups in
Bengkulu.
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ployed in it. As has been remarked on above, a similar sense of ambigu-
ity is also present in the case of the Tabut Festival. Bell contends that
such ambiguity necesarily preciudes any sort of "control by virtue of
any consensus based on shared beliefs," and "also sug&e$(s) that ritual-
ized activities do zot promote belief or conviction.""' \ilhile she ac-
knowledges that ritualization can promote social solidarity, she also re-
alizrs thaithis is not necesarily th..rr..'* Bell maintains that ritualization
is not simply 
^w^y of enforcing common 
beliefs or instilling a domi-
nant ideology, but argues rather that the Process of ritualization is pri-
marily a strategy for the construction.of power relationships effective
within panicular social organizations."' Such a dynamic is panicuiarly
evident in the case of. the Tabut and its recent resurgence as its arena of
power relationships has expanded from one iimited internaliy to the
community of transplanted Sepoy soldiers at Fort Marlborough, to that
of Bengkuiu in general, and funher to the place of Bengkulu within a
larger iational fl-.*ork."t
The study of such phenomena requires an approach that allows us to
investigate different kinds of activitywithout first restricting our analy-
sis by placing it within any particular genre. This is preciseiy what is
advocated by Grimes, who writes:
\We do not begin by asking, h this ritual or drama or politics? Rather, we ask, to
what extent are the acdons that cornpose the genre- whatever it is- sqvlized, re-
peated, and so on? Thru we are enabled to explore all kinds of composite, border-
line, or anomalous activities such as ritual drama, civil ceremony, rnilitary parades,
and mrnanrn oparringr."'
This calls our attention to the sometimes arbitrary orientation of
what is considered "ritual" and thus opens new avenues of exploration
as to the roles of subjectivity and collectivity in the continuance of be-
havioral patterns and the re-invention of tradition. That is, in reference
to such traditions as the Tabur, we need not make such sharp distinc-
tions between its earlier function as "religious" ritual, and its contempo-
rary manife$ations as a political-cultural event. An approach that places
events such as that of our present exampie along a continuum of rituai-
ized action rather than arbitrarily dividing it up into such analltical
categories as "sacred" and "civic," provides us with an orientation for the
study of ritual which may become increasingly useful in the examina-
tion other observances as the worldwide explosion of ethnicity searches
for means of further symbolic elaboration.
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Endnotes
1. As hi-story has shown it to be in lndia, Singapore, and the Granada riots of 1gg4.
I'cieecl prececlence for s*ch disruptions during the observance of Muharram are
recorded as early as 352H./ 963 c.8., when public mourning observances were
announcecl in Baghdacl by the Buyid ruler Muizz ad-Dawla. Ii is reponed that at
tirat tirne, in reaction to the shi'ite mourning observances and the 
"a.o,np*yrogcrrrsirg of Husavn's rnurderers, "The Sunnis reacted with processions of thei_. o*ni' which Ali was denigrated for his defeat at the battle of .the carnel.,This was re-
enactecl in the streets of Baghdad by costumed characters mounted on camels and
horses. Blocxly riots between the panicipants of these rwo opposing processions
were recorcled by historians even after the Shi'a Buyids.,' (chelkowskilgg5: 20) It is
also k'own, for exarnple, that during the 1930's in Iran, Reza Shah restricted
M'harrarn observance.s for fear that, *these powerful public d.isplays could easily be
c.rverred into massive politic;rl dernonstrations." 0bid., 20 Tils is in fact p.ecle|
udrat lrappenecl cl'ring the revol*tion of r97g-r979, Repons ol Tabut obseruarrces
growing vi.le't can even_be found in the history of Bengkulu, where various groups
of celebrants rnet in nightly lteruji (banle of rhe drurns), and in rheir e*citJ-ent.
sl.uhed the clrrun skins of opposing groups.
3.
1.
5.
Aurpie eviclence of this can be seen in the number of Departmen pendidikan dan
Kebutiayaan Qr4inistry of Ed*cadon and c*lture) publicatioru on the subject, its
prominenr position in tourist brochures of the area, rhe exhibits in the local mu-
-seu'r, antl the highly visible provincial government involvement in rhe festivities.
Late-st censns inforrnation available, see Indonesia Memhangun,IIz 927,
Indonesis Membengun 
,IJ.: 926.
F.rther eviclence of this poligv to encourage chinese irnrnigration exists from docu-
urenls of 1689 (tr4ilburn, iI:339) , and1696. (Danvers,41z) This was a constanr of
Briti-sh colo'ial policy in Southeast Asia that *as cootinued for over a century, as is
seen frorn Raffles' rernark that, "...the specrrlative indusuy of the Chinese, harre
given a stimulus ancl clirection to the energies of the maritirne and comrnercial states.',(Raffles. xi. In lris Introduction to John Leyden's Malay Annak, 1g2t)A t.rsk which would involve both European adrninistration and ,naopo*e, s,.,p-plietl h" Intliau Sepov soldiers.
7. B.r-stin 1965: 32.
8. A' E'glish re'n acrrally employed by the local governmenr-€.g. in the bilingual
parrrplrlet: Pcr'zy'zen T-zbut Benghuru/The Cerenoiy of rabut fun{hutu. Diterbitkan
oleh/Issued by: Biro H'bunga' Masyarakat Setwilda Tingkat I"Bengkulu (public
Relati.' B*rea*, Governor's Office of Bengkulu prorrince,-1991.9. Indoncsie Mentbtngun rl: 929. on Merapr-Bengkuru see ars ot Monogr,zfi Daerah
Btnghulu, I: 49ff.
10. Also known locally a-s Lwnga Ltangkai (the corpse-flower) on accounr of its srcnch,
rhe Raffle-sia iras becorne a prirne syrnbol of the province and is prominently clis-played upon totlrist brochttres, governlnent educational and c1lrural rnaterials, ancl
eve' the b'ses that connefi Bengkur. to other pars of Sumatra and, via ferry, to
J rk.rrt.r.
11. A'tlers.n, Be'edict R. o'G.. "canoons and Monumenu: The Ev.l*tion of politi-
cal c.r.'r''ication in.the New order," Ltnguage and potwr: Etploring polittcal
Culturcs in Indoncsie.Ithaca: Cornell University piess, 1990. p. 1g2.
12' This saure tertninolog,v is used in stanclarcl traoslatioos of the Bible into Indonesian.
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c.g.i K(lilrun (Exodus) ,37: I ff .
13. 
"1.Qgr',m,20: 
39. In the Hebrew of the old Testament, this vessel is denoted by the
sarne narne used of the Ark of Noah.
14. Ttbut widr a capital "T" will be used to refer to the entire complex of uaclition
snrrouncling dre cornrnemoration of Muharram in Bengkulu, whereas t'tltut w111be
usecl witir more specific reference to the decorated cenotaphs carried in procession
cluring the annual observances.
i5. On 10 October/1O Muharrarn, 61 H..
16. Wehr, 88.
17. We have the following description of tabut carried in recent processions in Krrachi:
"usually they are draped in a white cloth which has been painted with splotches of
recl paint to simulate the blood of the manyrs. Sometimes syrnbols of the battle of
Karbala are rclded rc the tabut. Cardboard arrows, or a black turban, a symbol of the
heacl of Husayn ancl the authoriqv of the Prophet's family, rnay be attached to the
sides t'f rhe coffin." (Schubel. 111-112).
18. Hobson-Jobson, 7886.
19. Yule & Burnell, 675. This definition is linked to a similar, and more extensive, one
given in the same voluure for Tazeea (ta'ztya);as taltut are known in some parrs of
India and elsewhere.
Tazeea, n. A.-P.-H.+"22i,2, 'mourning {or the dead" In India the worcl is spe-
cially applietl to the representations, in flimsy material, of the tombs of Hussein and
Hassan which are carried in the Muharram processions. In Persia it seerns to be
applieci to the whole of the rnystery-play which is presented at that season. The
word has been carried ro d1e \X/. Indies by dre coolies, whose great festival (whether
drey be Mahornrneclans or Hindus) the Muharrun has become. And the a[empr to
carry rhe Tazeeas throlgh 6ne of the towns of Trinidad, in spite of orclers to tire
corlr?rry, led in the end of 1884 to a sad catastroPhe. (Ibict., 687-88)
20. Crooke, n.1 in Mrs. Meer Hassan Ali, 18.
21. Inclncling tire Pakistafli scholar, Allarna Ali Naqi Naqvi in his Az.tdari, p. 128. Re-
latecl in 9:hubel, 110.
22. Clrelkowski 1988: 22.
23. Abu Jafar. M rclim Festiaals in Bmgl edesh. Dacca: Islamic Foundation of Bangladesh,
1980. pp. 11 ff.
24. varr Ronkel 1914:342ff.
25. ".r Shi'ite literary genre, clenoting a taie to be recited in remetnbrance of the martvr-
dorn of Hasan rntl Hrsain," (Brakel 1915: 5S). This may have an lnclian affiliatitln in
rhe Bedtsun of the Hindu/,ztrz in which people gather to hear the recitation of the
nlrtsil)"t, "which inculcates tlie princiPles of Hinduisrn..." HPNB, 116-117.
:6.
27.
:8.
29.
brakel 1yl): fu.
Listecl in van Ronkel's Cat,tlogus tler Maleischc Hantlschiften in het Mttscunt uen het
Btucit,tsch Gcnootsch,zp van Kunstcn en lYetenschatrpcn as #CCCXXXIV, p. 255.
Cf. (van Rcrnkel I9O9:255); (Roedjiati Soernardjito, n.d); (Brakel 1975 61-62).
(van Rorrkel I9Q9:488-92/ #DCCCXC & #DCCCXCI) Although the lang'rage used
in them is rather more Malay than Minangkabau.
3A. Ahmtl Riitluthlin\ Hikay.tt Perint.th Negeri Beng.tl'2, (C. Skinner, etl). Bibliothtc't
Intlonesict XXII, The Hague: Manimrs Nijhoff, 1982. Hereafter cited as: HPNB.
31. HPNB,99-100.
31. HPNB, 114-14, & 132-133.
33. HPNB. 136-7.
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34. The following description is based primarily upon my own nores from observations
rnacle duringJuly 1992 $vfuhatram 1413), supplemenred with those from two other
vi-sirstoBengkulucoincidingwiththe Tabutobsenancesof 1991 andr998 (Muharram
1412 and 1419, respectively). Here it should also be noted that over this time periocl
rhe Talal observances have experienced a considerable increase in both governmenr
support and popular artendance. The central stage ar the center of the 'official'pro
gram has become both larger and more elaborate, and the crow& present to view
the proceedings there, and the final procession from rhere to Karbala on 10 Muharram,
continue to grow from year to year.
35. Such 'local Karbalas' are also the destinations of Muharram orocessions in India.
Syed Husain Ali Jaffri. "Muharram Ceremonies in India," in Perer J. Chelkowski(ed) Ta'zieh: Riuil ancl Drama in lran. New York: New York University Press,
1979. p.224.
36. Referroj to as "doerga" in older sources such as (Flelfrich 1888). This may reveal a
link to the daryah of the lndian subcontinent, being centers of devotion dedicated to
Mnslirrr saina (Syech Burhanuddin in the case of Bengkulu). For more on datgah see
the essays collected in: Troll, chrisdan \w. (ed.\. Muslim Shines in India: Their char.
acter, Htstory, and Signifcance. Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1989.
37. He is also sornetimes idendied with the saint of the same name buried further *o
the coast at Pariaman, where the Tahut (Taktik) is also observed. Howerrer the lamer\
origins are generally traced to the ruling houses of Aceh (Flavi& Tanjung, 10) or
Pagaru1'ung (Syaf Aminaid, 1) rather than ro the ranls of Sepoys. For his role in the
Islanrization of Minangkabau lands, see fousra 1923: r38 ff.) popular practices ar
his grave in Pariaman were recorded and criticized by HAMKA in his sedjarah
klam di Sumatera (pp. Z+ tf).
38. The eanh frorn Karbala, or from places ritually associated wittr the plain of marqvrs
plays an imponant part in shi'ite rirual throughour the Muslim world. Tabrets
rnade frorn such clay are a common souvenir brought home by pilgrims from their
visits to Husayn's grave-and some Shi'ites in Persia and Iraq have been known to
touch their hea& to such tablea at each sujud d'tring their daily prayers. (Donaldson,
89) The present author knows families in Lahore whose prized possession is a taslrch
made from this clay which is said to mrn blood-red during each Muharram. In some
regions of Iraq arld Iran an auspicious form of Shi'ite burial includes: "a necklace of
clay beads around his neck, a clay ringer on tle forefinger of his right hand, an
armlet of clav on each of his arms, and a litde of rhe dust that is swept form tle tomb
sho'ld be bound in a cioth and gripped in his right hand, and it well if the sheet, ur
which the body is wrapped for burial, sho'ld have the words of the Koran wriwen
upon it widr this clay." (hid., 90)
In 
'rany variants of South and Southeast Asian Muharram tradition, smallarloun$ of earth are used ro represent soil from the battlefield of Karbala. The rexr
of one Muharram drama recorded by Pelly in the mid-nineteenth century quotes
H'sain himself as saying, .The dust raised in the field of such battles is as highly
esteemed by rne, o sister, as the philosopher's stone was, in former times, b;' the
alchernisu, and the soil of Karbaia is the sure remedy of my inward pains." (pelly,
86) According to other uaditions, a small jar of earth was given to the prophet by
Jibrail which forecast the death of the former's beloved grandson by turning to
blc'nd. This is a fairly widespread story which can be found in the Malay recensio'
oI the Hikryat Muhammad Hanafryyah. (Brakel 1925: 62) In her study oi Barus, also
on dre wesr coast of Sumatra, Jane Drakard poina to a possible iink between this rite
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ancl the earth/water weighing motif as found in the Hilir chronicle and elsewhere in
Ma1.ry literary tradition. (Drakard, z5)
J9. Some groups take two bunches, placing the other within the t,zlzlr itself. (see:
"Menuup Rangkaian Festival Tabut f992")
40. Categories of these competirions include: Mu-sik Dol, Ganat, Tari O1i, and of cc'rurse,
dre fislr dance (ikan-ikan)...
41. This apparenr misconnecdon of characters from two very distinct stories of Muslirn
traclition is in no way pecxliar to Bengkulu, as we find links between Husayn's
rnarryrclom and the mi'rti dcxttnented elsewhere such as the Sinclh, where we fincl
srrch poetical references as:
The Prince has macle his me'raj on the ground of Kerbela,
The Shah's horse has gained the rank of Buraq...
antl.
Toclay the Sliah of Kerbela has rnounted his horse,
Just as though Mustafa were lllounting the Buraq today.
(Schinrnel 1979:212-213) Elsewhere Pe1ly records Husayn's ride on a "winged steed,"
although here named "zir'I janih" ancl not Buraq. (Pelly, 85)
42. In Paki-stan, an acilal living animal takes the place of this representation and i-s called
Zulltnah. These horses are paracled riderless through the streeu during Muharram
processions (julu) with saddles painted to resemble blood-stains ancl widr arrows
.rncl sworcls protnrding frotn them. (Schubel, 109)
4-3. However in Pariarnan, the 1ocal government has abolished thi-s practice ancl the
flncl-r are insteacl collected from financially successful Pariarnan emigrants, many of
whorn return home for the anmtal festivities. (Ba-sril Basyar: 11)
.l-1. It rernains a marter of mere speorlation a^s to any links beween the bird and anirnal
elerlents in Bengkulu's Mr.rharrarn traclition and similar manifestations of such im-
acerv in orher parls of the Muslim world. Older people of Bengkulu have tolcl rne
that there useci tr'r be "elephant" and "tiger" variations on these clances which are nt'r
krnger per{omrecl (similar sitnaticrn in para of Inclia, olrlc Hollister, 176). In the
Nliclclle East are recordecl instances of rnen dressecl a-s tigers during Muharram obser-
vances, "to represent the lion said to have guarded the bcxly of al-Husayn.... " (Arberry
1969: r'ol. II, plare 1Ob) Professor Schirnrnel (1979: 22Q relates some Sindhi verses
which reacl: "Three communities have wept for Hassan, for Mir Hussein:
Men in the honse, Anirnds in the wilderness, Angels in the height,
BircLs have beaten themselves: the belovecl ones have gone away..."
45. A transcription of the rnusic accornpanying the ifun-ikan (fish) dance can be founcl
h Enstkloltcdi Mtxik den Tari Daerah Benghulu, p. 68.
40. The case of Bengkulu, however, is not the only instance in which one can find the
qc)vernlnent attempting Io promote colorfr.rl Mnharram observances as tourist at-
rractiorls with a potential to boost the local econorny. For an example of such a case
in Trinicl.rcl, see: Kcrrorn (March 1993).
17. In 1998, tlrere were also perfonnances of the Kutrt*kupu (bunerfly) and Buaye Putih
(White Crococlile) in dri-s serring, both of which were considered by the comurittee
as inclucletl within the lkan-ikan genre.
48. ln dre intrcxlr.rctory notes to his edition of rhe Hik4at Muhamnt'zd Hanafrytab,L.F.
Brakel infomrs us: the hancl (p*luh,Pers: ltanjc) which is traclitionally carriecl arortncl
in the procession and which represents a fenility symbol is apparently associatecl
s'ith Hnsayn's hancl, which was c-rrt off after the battle of Karbala. (Brakel 19l5: 52)
,19. Illn-strations of such banners ('altm) can be found in (Flelfrich 1888: figs. #7 U.8,
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facing p. 192).
50. These flags attached w rhe'akm' are found in Muharram processions throughour
theMuslim world. Vith specificreference to an observance in Iran, Peter Chelkowski
notes, "Procession participants carry green banners represendng the color of the
Islarn prophet (sic), red flags representing blood and injustice, black flags for mourn-
ing, and white flags, signifring readiness for sacrifice and marryrdom." (Chelkowski
198* 24)
51. A large drum made by suetching cowhide across a secrion of hollowed palm-uee
trrnk which is played using two sticks with cloth-padded tips. Also known as nagara,
rhe dhol is an instrunent popular in lndia. @ohan, 15 ff) The leadtngttol rnusical
group in Bengkulu is that headed by Bapak Salam ZA of Pondok Besi, who is also
consiclered to be one of the foremost local expens on Tabut tradidon.
52. I was often infonned by older members of the Bengkulu community that in dmes
past, dre beruji dol was occasioned by actual confronarions berween the members of
tlre different helonpok. chelkowski also reports that in Iran, secdons of the proces-
sion represented various divisions of the town, or guilds. Sometimes there were
bacles between the detachmena mimicking Karbala, or even the sealing of acnral
feucls among the disuica. (Chelkowski 1985:22)
53. Similar scenes are found before Ashurkana in p.ns of India and reponedly also in
Acelr, where the rnonth of Muharram is sometimes referred to as Bulan Apui , or
"Mondr of rhe Fires." @aried Baroroh, 76)
54. A srnall shallow drum traditionally made of wood covered vrith goat-skin and played
widr rwo thin suaps of ranan. Following a recenr innovation, many are now made
by stretching the goat-skin over a shallow metal pan. (Pohan, 19) Similar insuu-
men$ are known as tasha in Jammu, Kashmir, Uttar Pradesh, and Rajasthan.
(Ensikloltedi Musik d"zn Tari Daerah Benghulu, g5)
55. In addition to the t*o 'permanent'cemenr gergah in Berkas and behind the fort,
nurnerous 'ternporary'ones are constructed of bamboo, thatch, and plasdc traps for
the c{uration of the Tabut observances. rn 1992, there were seventeen gergah in
Bengkulu, the spread of which to more oudying areas possibly reflecting the incor-
poration of larger ponions of the cities populations into the 'Festival' as well as
general urban expansion.
56. A sirnilar salutation is rnade ar the daryah along the routes of Muharram processions
in sorne paru of India. (Hollister, 121) Phorographs of the same qvpe of procession
helil in the Caribbean can be found in Korom & Chelkowski (1993).
57. k is prissible that the rerm used for this consrrucrion is related ro a homoohone
clefined in Yule and Burnell's glossary. There we find an entry running thusi
Choky, s. Hind. chauhi,which in all its senses is probably connected with Skt.
chfiur,'forr;' whence chantsbka'of four,' 'four-sided,' &c. a. @erhaps firsr a shed
resting c.rn four posa)... also a station of planking bearers...
c. 1590. "Mounting guard is called in Hindi Chauki."-Ain, 257.
b. A chair. This use is almost peculiar to the Bengal Presidency. Dr. John Muir
cites it in this sense as a Hindi word which has no resemblance to the sanskrit
vocable. Mr. Grouse, howerrer, connec$ it wirh chatur, 'forr' (lnd, Antia^ i,
1Os)...
Char is the common form of 'four' in composition, e.g. chatbandi ('four fasten-
ing) the cornplete shoeing o{ a horse; chaupahra (four watches) all night rong;
ch.zupar,'a q*adruped'; chaukzt and chaukhat ('four timbers,) a frame (of a dooi,
&c.). So chauki sems to have been used for a square framed stool and thence a chair.
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1772. "Don't tlrow yourself back into your burra chokey, and tell me it won't
go..."-W. Hastings to G. Vansittan in 238. (Yule 6c Burnell, 158)
These obiects rnay have parallels with obfects carried Pakistani Muharram pro
cessions known as paln't. These are represenudons of the cradle of the infant 'Ali
Asghar whom uadition relates was also slaughtered at Karbala. Schubel reporb dlat
these palna are commonly carried in Muharram processions in Karachi and are par-
ticularl;'popularwith women. (khubel, 112) Theword coAi iaelf, as usedin Bengkulu,
also snggest some possible connection to the choro,tk on which the tadjah (taltut) are
placed during Muharram observances on Trinidad. (Korom & Chelkowski 1993:
12)
58. These rnay correspond to th e mendbi"rabernacles" seen on sevendr oight of Muharrarn
observances in para of India. (F{ollister, 171) The official word from the Ministr,v of
Education and Culture is that they "denote the turban of Husayn". (Perayaan Tabut
Bengkulu/The Cerernony of Tabut Bengkulu. Bengkulu: Biro Hubungan Masyarakat
Sewilda Tingkat I Bengkulu, 1991)
59. In 1998, this event was held on the large stage in the neuby park due to the consid-
erably larger crowds. Furthermore, the sending off of the fnal tabut procession did
not cornrnence until midday; as a group of local 'exPerts' had determined that the
final procession ol the tabut to their ultimate place of disposal had 'traditionallv' not
begrn until after noontime prayers.
60. In the early nineteenth cenrury Malay travelogue of his visit to Calcutta, Ahrnad
Rijaluddin describes a sueet known u'K.zrbal"z Ra.sta' (a.k.a. Mauli Ali Rasta), by
telling us that: "1X&en the Islamic month of Muharram comes around, this street is
indescribably crowded; for tle whole ten days there is no iet up in the many rypes of
entertainments going on there, and such a din that nothing can be heard because of
the uernendous noise made by the drums, oboes, ketdedrums, trumpets, flutes and
fifes and so on-that's how it is. When the ten days are up and they are about to cast
away the tabuts, lt is even more crowded; there are all manner of enrcnainrnents
there and thousands of tabuts. The people bearing rhe tabuts go in procession to
K,zrbala field, as it is called, a great surge people." (FIPNB, 72-75)
61. According to sorne traditions he also played a maior role in the Islarnization of
Bengkulu and was responsible for the construction of the famous "roofless mosque"
at Nala. ("Ulama tndia Sebarkan Afaran Islam di Bengkulu," Jayakarta;28 Juni,
leeo).
62. Including a kind of porridge reminiscent of the kincls served throughout the Mus-
lirn world on this day, See: Tinokoesoemo, "De Boeboer Soeran," & Hooyk'as-van
Leeuwen Boomkamp, "Over de Oorspronkelijke Beteekenis van het Asjoerafeest."
63. As is the case with other pans of the region which were home to Hindu/Buddhist
civilizations some centuries previous. See: Coedds, G, Tlte Ircdianized States of South-
east Asin. Honolultr: Universiw Press of Hawai. I97 l.
64. Danvers,415.
65. Milburn, I: xxxvi.
66. rbid.
67. William Cawley and Ralph Ord. Although litde biographical information is avail-
able on Mr. Cawley we do have reports that Mr. Ord, a former schoolteacher of
European children in Madras, was poisoned by the Dutch and died at Sumaua in
1686. (Bastin 1965: xi)
68. Referred to by Marsden (History,449) as simply "Anayet-sbah," she is the third of a
succession of queens who ruled Aceh during the seventeenth century. In connection
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with her Marsden relates an inrriguing bit of trivia that, while of quesdonable ver-
ity, rnav nonetheiess contain some important information on the perceptions of
female'rulers in the nonh Sumauan suitanate, He writes: 'The persons who were
on this occasion presented to her express their suspicions, which were suggesred ro
thern by a doubt prevailing amongsr rhe inhabitants, that this sovereign was nor a
real queen, but a eunuch dressed up in female apparel, and imposed on the public by
tlre anifices oI the orang kdyas. Bu as such a cheat, though managed with every
senblance of realiry (which they observe was the case) could not be carried on for
any mrmber of 
,vears without detection, and as the same idea does not appear to have
been entertained at any other period, it is probable that they were mistaken in their
sumrise." (Ibid) Aceh was nor rhe only East lndian Muslim state ruled by a queen at
this time, for we also know that the Malayo-Muslim pon of Patani (located in what
i-s now southern Thailand) was also ruled by a succession of queens. (Teeuw & Wyatt,
Hik"ryat Patani).
69. A pon on the west coast of the island in former times frequented for the procure-
rnent of high-qualiry camphor. An interesting study of the region's historiographi-
cal traditions can be found in Drakard (1990). Today it is most widely known as the
binhplace of the celebrated seventeenth cenrury Malay Sufi poet Hamzah Fanstrri.
For a biographical sketch of this mystic and English translations of some of his
work see Drewes & Brakei (1986).
70. A west Surnatran port which is another location known for its observance of a
T,tbut-stvle celebration of Ashura, This Pariaman varianr of the Tabut is known
locally as Tabuih. This place had an earlier (sixteenth century) relationship with the
area around Bengkulu as an intermediare pon from which pepper and forest prod-
ncls frorn the south were transshipped to Europe. (Ind.onesu Membangun II:935)
The British were formallv invited to sefile rhere in June l75l,by the Sultan of
Minangkabau. (Danvers, 42 1)
71. (Bastin 1965: xii); See also Marsden (Hktory,45A ft)
72. Benjarnin Bioome.
73. Ibid.
24. (Wiinzburg, 428) Such an image of Bengkulu u a dismal place of exile was rnain-
tainecl under the Dutch who banished Sentot Alibasyah Prawiranegara 
- 
who was
active in both Pangerang Diponegoro's and the Padri uprisings- here in rhe early
nineteenth cennurr. (Firdaus Burhan, 198) Bengkulu maintained this function even
into this cenrlrry as can be seen from the fact that it was here that Soekarno was
exiled in the late thinies. (Mekke, 384)
/ ). DJStlll lYb): d-
/6. Evirlence of other lndian connection with Bengkulu can be found as early as 1685,
when the British arrived there wrote to Madras requesting "Mussooloes wth
Macquaes" (A kind of surf-boat from tle Coromandel coasr and fishermen from
Cape Cornorin ro rnan drern- Bastin, 11), However, I have been unable to find any
evicience that their request was honored by the Directors of the Company.
77. Locatecl just sc'ruth of lndrapura. Maps bearing the names which the East lndia Corn-
panv u-secl in reference ro these poru in earlier cenuries can be found in the plates
incluc{ecl in Milburn's Oiental Cornmerce, (1873).
28. Milburn, II: 339.
79. Milburn, I: xxvii.
80. Bastin 1965:1.4.
81. Danvers,418.
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82. Milburn, II: 3.
83. Furber, 237.'We also find mention of uaders from Malabar arriving at Bengkuiu in
the Asal-Ocsoel Bangkahultt, Pasal 32. This manuscript exists in wo copies listed in
van Ronkel's Catalogus...as numbers CCCLXW (Bat. Gen./Ml. 143) & CCCLXVU
(Bal Gen./Ml. 148). He identifies them as being "identical" but there are acrually
several variations, the most immediately apparent being that the former is wrinen
in the Arabic and the laner in the Latin script. The cataloger has mistakenly re-
corded that both were in the Ladn script and that the sikila of. Sungai Lemau was
attached to the former, where it is actually appended to the latter. (van Ronkel 1909:
280)
84. Heyne, 386; Quoted in @astin 1965:142-43).
85. (Bastin L965; n. 108) Or lTgT,accordtngto Sir Stamford Raffles in a letter to the
Coun of Directors oI 27 Apr{,,1818. (?ublished in Lady Raffles' Memoir..., 298)
86. McNair, 1. The author reminds us that rhis is about the same time that Ausualia
became a site of ranspormtion for English convrcts.
87. Bastin 1965: n. 108.
88. Frorn a letter dated 20 December of that year from Sir Stamford Raffles to Govern-
ment; quoted in McNair, 7.
89. Nurnerous biographies have been wrinen on Raffles, the first of which being com-
pleted by his widow in 1830 and most subsequent worla draw heavily upon this
sorrce. These nclude The Life of Sir Stamford Rffis,by Demetrius Charles Boulger;
Sir Stamford Raflu, by Hugh Edward Egerton; Raflles z 178 1-1826 , by R. Copeland;
Rtfiles of the Eastern Isks, by Wiinzburg; Rffis of Singaltore, by Emily Hahn; and
Rafles,by Maurice Collis. However, most of these devote far more atrcntion to his
'greater' accomplishmenc such as the founding of Singapore and the administration
of the British interregnum of Java than to his work in Bencoolen. A recent anec-
dotal biography which spiices historical materials with modern local (Southeast Asian)
impressions of Raffles while drawing intriguing parallels between Raffles and
Soekarno 's The Duke of Puddledock, by Nigel Barley.
90. The earliest docurnent we have penaining to such reforms of the colonial penal
systern is a lener from Raffles at Bencoolen to Government in 1818:
The obiect of punishment as far as it affects the parties must be the reclairning
them from their bad habits, but I much question whether the practice hitherto
pursued has been productive of that ef{ect...
I conceive that sorne advantage would arise from affording inducements to gooci
conduct by holding out the prospect of again becoming useful rnembers of societv,
and freeing thernselves from the disabilities under which they labour...
I would suggest the propriety of the chief authority being vested with a cliscre-
tic-rnary power of freeing such men as conduct thernselves well frorn the obligation
of service and permining them to settle in the place and resume the privileges of
citizenship...
\X/hile a convict remains unmarried and kept to daily labour very little confi-
clence can be placed in him, and his services are renderecl with so rnuch mrdiness and
dissatisfaction that they are of litde or no valuel but he no sooner marries and fomrs
a srnall seulement than he becomes a kind of colonist, and if allowetl to follow his
inclinations he seldorn feels inclined to renrrn to his native country,..
(Raffles to Government, 1818. Reproduced in Lady Raffles' Memoir..., pp. 297-
299;larer q.roted in McNair, 4-6).
91. McNai,4ff.
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92. Raffles to Government,20 December 1823: Quoted in McNair, 7.
93. Usually used in reference to lndians originating form the Coromandel coast; the
South Indian Telinga or Kalinga peoples. However this term was often used by
Malays and Javanese as a general term referring to people from all of India. These
same people were often referred to u Chuliahs by rle British! (Ii(iirtzburg, 671)
Raffles notes: "Many of the books and popular narradves of the Malays I find to
have been rendered from the Kaling laayage, a term by which they call all the
popular dialects on the Coromandel Coast." (Raffles to the Honourable P. Dundas;
6 Jnly, 1806; quoted in Lady Raffles' Memoir..., tl).
94. A nineteenth century repon from Singapore remarks that, "Even tlose who were
still serving sentences were, at these times of festival, 'accustomed to enioy a degree
of license suangely inconsistent with their condition... their procession the noisiest
to be seen on the public suee6." (Blythe, 8a)
7). DUCl<]eV. J,/f.
96. hid., 83.
97. rbid.,84.
98. According to \Wilkinson, these wo scholars, "...placed the setdement in the fore-
front of Malay research." (tX/ilkinson L938: I32)
99. Marsden, William. The History of Sum,.tra. Oxlord University Press: Kuala Lumpur,
1966.
100. That b from l77L-1779. (Basdn 1965: xx)
101. Of course there is no way to be sure just how much of a 'specacle' earlier obser-
vance of the Tabut may have been in Bencoolen. However, j"dgi"g from reporu
in other British colonies where variants of it were present it generally auractd
notice.
102. Marsden History,43 ff. He chose as his 'standard' the Rejang who inhabit the
mountain disuict just outside of Bengkulu. To this day, the observance of, Tabat is
not recognized by them and is viewed as a 'city' festival with its asociations to
foreign Muslims from India.
103. Marden Dictionary,62. The fact that he uaces its etymolory to Persian and not to
Arabic may indicate that he was familiar with the term more through literary
sources such as the Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyab than rhrough any personal
observance of the festival.
104. Snouck, Acehnae, Helfrich, van Ronkel, &c,
105. Buddingh, 5.A.. Netrlands-OostJndii, Reizen ooer Jaoa, Madura, Macasvr, enz. (3
dln) Ronerdam:M. Wijt &.Zonen, 1859, 1860, 1861. vol. ln,pp.13G137.
106. Cerita dai tabut ,ll58/PN- listed in van Ronkel (1909) as: CCCXX)ilV: Tjaitera
Talnet- Bat. Gen. L45,22x17 cm., 8 Bl. 16r. "Bijzonderheden uit her leven van
Hoesajn en zijn sneuvelen op de vlakte van Kerbela in verbrand gebrachr mer het
Taboetfeest. Het handschrift, dat eene zeer slechte spelling heeft, is verdeeld in tien
zeer kleine paragrafen, als voorbeeld der gebrekkige spelling deine het aan $1
voorafgaande:
ada utu orang Laki2... tabut. b. 255)
107. Helfrich, O.C. et al. "Het Hasan-Hosein- of Taboet-feest te Benkoelen,"
Internationalcs Archiv fir Etbnographie / Archiepes Intemationabs d'Ethnograplry.
Leiden: Brill, 1888. pp. L91-6.
108. e.g.: Delprat, Th. "Viering van het Moharram- of Hassan-Hoessein-feest," .Elgez
Haard; geillusueed volladjdschrift, Haarlem: Tjeenk Villink, 1889. pp.480484
(Ills.); Veth, PJ. "Hassan-Hosein- of Taboetfeest," Internationales Archio fiir
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Etbnngraphiei Archieves Internationales d'Ethnography, (Leiden: Bri$ vol. 3 (1890)
pp. 19$5; Pol, C. van der. "De Hassan-Hoessin-feesten in Nederlandsch-Indid,'
Vragenoan den dagi maandschrif ooor nederknd en koloniEn op bet gebeid oan
staathuishoundkantle en staatsleoen, natauruxtenschappen enz., Lmsrerdam: van Looy.
16 (1901) pp.223-246.
109. van Ronkel, Ph. S., "Nadere gegevens omtrent het Hasan-Hoesain feest," Tijdscbif
aoor Indiscbe taal-, land- en wlkenbr.nde, (Deel LVf. Batavia: Albrecht & Co.,
1914. pp.334-34s.
110. van Ronkel l9l4:344
111. e.g.: Mernperkenalkan Propinsi Bengkulu di Indonesia. Bengkulu: Pemerintah
Propinsi Daerah Tingkat I Bengkulu, 1977.
Adat ktiadat Daerah Bengkulu .Pwat Penelitan Seiarah dan Budaya, Proyek
Penelitian dan Pencatatan Kebudayaan Daerah, Departmen Pendidikan dan
Kebudayaan, 1977/1978. Fakhri Bustaman, Naskah Kesenitn Tradisional "Tabut"
di Daerab Bengkulu. Depanmen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan Propinsi Bengkulu,
1980. Pohan, Rondd. Expeirnentasi Seni Musih Dol dan Tasa di Bengkulu.. Proyek
Pengambangan Kesenian Bengkulu, Departmen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan
Kantor Vilayah Propinsi Bengkulu, I986h987. Badrul Munir Hamidy, Editor.
Upacara Tradisional Daerah Bengh,ah: Upacara Tabut di Kotamadya Bengh,ulu .
Bagain Proyek Inventarisasi dan Pembinaan Nilai Nilai Budaya Daerah Benglulu,
Direktorat Sejarah dan Nilai Tradisiond, Departmen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan,
r99L/t992.
112. Hobsbawn defines this as: "a set of practices, normally governed by ovenly or
tacidy accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate
certain values and norms of behaviour by repetition, which automatically implies
continuiry with the past." (Flobsbawn, Eric. "Introduction: Invendng Traditions",
in The Invention of Tradition, Edited by Eric Hobsbawn & Terence Ranger. Cam-
bridge: Cambridge Universiry Press, 1983).
113. Hobsbawn, 5.
114. Bbinnekd Tungal lka.
115. The degee to which this 'break" in the condnufty of Tabut radition was a total
cessation of rirualized activity during the first ten days of Muharram is difficult to
determine using the historical materials available. Its noticeable absence from men-
tion in the press or scholarly publicadons from the middle of tlis century suggest
that large-scale public observances had, if not totally disappeared, at least dimin-
ished considerably in size, However, the persistence of small-scale ritualized tradi-
tions (such as the duduh penja and the nightly visits to the geryah offering prayers,
coffee, and air sobat ) which have for the most pan remained untouched by the
Ministry of Education and Culture suggest that at least some recognition of the
Tabut's signt{icance had been maintained.
116, "lndeed, the very appearance of movements for the defense or revival of tradi-
tions... indicates such a break (in their effecdve historical condnuiry)." (Hobsbawn,
7-8), "Such movemen6... can never develop or even preserve a living past,,,, but
must become 'invented tradition'." ftIobsbawn, 8)
117. Hobsbawn, Eric and Terence Ranger, editors. Tbe Invention of Tradition. Cam-
bridge, Cambridge Univeniry Press, 1983. p. 1.
i 18. Sangren, P. Steven. History and Magical Pouer in a Cbinese Community. Stanford:
Stanford Univeniry Press, 1987. pp.2A715.
119. Apa d.an Siapa Indonesia Indah,7.
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120. The conceprion and adminisuation of rhis park would make and interesdng topic
of research in and of iaelf. A good place for beginning such an undenaking might
be with the substandal "official" [terature on tle subject prinred by the Indone-
sian government and associated agencies. A particululy inuiguing sample {rom
this genre rs: ATta dan Sialta Indonesi"z Indah .Jakara: Yayasan Harapan Kita, 1975,
@nglish Translation: Wat and \Y/ho in Beautiful Inclonesia, l97B). a weighty vol-
urne fiiled with color photos, cenificates of appreciation to those who contributed
to the Taman Mini project, and bound in red velvet for distribution to v.I.p.
cluring the elaborate opening ceremony festivities for the park. In addition ro this
are several other titles including: Kenang-kenangan Perantian Pembuhrun Taman
Mini Indonesia Indah: 20 Apil, 1975. Jakana: Pengelolaan Pengusahaan Taman
Mini lndonesia lndah, 1976. Tarnan Mini Indonesi"z Indah Dalatrt Saut Dasawzrsa.
Jakana: Depanmen Penerbngan Republik lndonesia, 1986. Taman Mini Dalam
Perkembangannya, lakartaz Pusat lnformui Budaya dan Visata, 1986. Suradi Hp.,
S*trisno Kutoyo, Masjkuri, Vahyuningsih, & TA. Sukrani. Sejarah Taman Mini
Indonesi,z Ind.eh. lakana: Departmen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan Dir&torat
Sejarah dan Nilai rradisional Proyek Inventarisasi dan Dokumentasi seiarah
Na-sional 1989.
Here I would like to thank Professor John Pembenon, who; during a surn-
rner seminar under his direction at the Universiry of rflashington in 1993 first
stirnulated my interest and auention to the political and culrural significance of
Tarnan Mini.
121. These are precisely the models upon which the New order has come to define
lcxai cult're- in terms of traditional architecural styles and wedding clothes.
This seems an even more concretized manifestation of an orientation which Singer
first cailed our attention to in his "The Cultural Patrern of Indian Civilization.'
(1955) There he wrires, "rxfhenever Madrasi Brahmins... wished to exhibit to me
so're fearures of Hinduism, they always referred me to, or invited me to see, a
panicular rite or ceremony in the life cycle, in a temple fesdval, or in the general
sphere of religious and cultural performances.' such a conception of ritual as cul-
nrral performance presupposes that "culture can come encapsulated in discrere per-
formances to be exhibited to ouuiders as well as panicipana," and that "snch per-
formances are the most concrere pans of cultural srrucrure." (Singer 1959) How-
ever as we find in the case of raman Mini, such performances are not the "most"
concrere pans, but that "Culture" (with a capital ,,C) can become even more
concretized in the form of material arrifafis. For further discussion of Singer's
point, see Geenz (19732 113ff) S. Bell (1992 37lf )
122. K.H. Dr. Idham chalid, chairman of the House of Representatives of the Repub-
lic of Inclonesia, in his opening statemenr n: Apa dan Siapa Indonesia Indah, rr.
123. Ibid.
1,24. Alta d.zn Sulta ...,752.
125. Depanmen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan.
126. Prqek Peneliti,zn dan Pencatatan Kebud,ryaan Daerab.
127. Proyeh Inventa*asi dan Dokumentasi Keltud.aryaan Daerah,
128. "The Devslopmsnl of lndonesian Culture," n Apa fun Supa..., Ig.
129. Ibtd, 17.
130. Milburn, II: 339.
1.31. e.g.:EnsihlopediMtsikdanTaiDaerahBengkulu.proyekpeneliriandanpencatatan
Kebudayaan Daerah, 1977 /1978. Monografi Daerah Bengh,ht.Disusun oleh: Team
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Monografi Dearah Bengkulu' Proyek Pengamb angan Media- 
K ebudayaan Ditien
Kebud"ayaan D.part-ti Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan RI' 1993'
132. See: Anderson (f999' especially chapter 10' "Census' Map' Museum'"
133. Hobsbawn,9.
134. Each of these berng a complexly i*aC-ed communiry in and 
of irself'
135. As: "Resedende Bengkoeloe'"
136. Anderson l99lz 165'
i37. Ibid., 169.
138. Ibid., 165.
139.Thatis'forthecaseofthePresentanalysis'Wemust'[6v7svsr'keepinmindthat'"' 
,rr.;r*oorr*.., oi riual i"o o.u., be so reductionalistically reduced to 
any one
,*. +T;':.r"ld be clearly observed in the speech delivered by the gov.ernor 
of the
province during the official closing ceremony ol Talntt 1998' in which 
he very
cleliberately linked the tabttt to o'htt "p"* of Bengkulu's geographic 
blesings
(waterfalls, beaches, Ll t"i ftiti"rical heritage- with panicular atrcntion to the
recent reconstnr.t,ooJ 
"oo"ttion 
of the house of Farmawati' the wife of Soekarno
and the lnclonesianH;R;;'. All of these were gro'ped rogether under rhe
nrbric of porcntial ,o*i" 
'*'oions 
bringing a sense of pride to the province'
141. A similar situatio" ;;;;;b;J oo t 'it6t scale at Pariaman' 
which.in 1987
was officially pr*t i-tj * "adminisuatit'e city" (h'ota.adm"u":'i!):^*l" tt*h"
,"t on d.rr.ioiing into a municipality (hotamadya) of ia own- a similar Process 
to
thatthroughwhichBengtrulubecame.ap,ou....TheretooSyekhBurhanuddin
ancl the Tabut traditjtonslcribed to hirnare coming to play a-P-rominent role 
in
deiining ,t . "airr-.ii". local culu.e" of the area. (Amir;54-55) In frcr, rhe Tabut
in Pariaman hrd p;;;;l;;a"pptttua" for over a decade because it was a "
terrible arena fo, .ooni.* ilo*.rr.r, *h.o Anas Malik be came Bupati (Regenr) 
of
the area, tt. ,."i".i'J'J';;;*;; the Tabut to function as a "non-fossil fuel
commodity" ro, "tJiioo, io*;'rn' and developme".''" ("|"I*ioyak Hosen'
Hooi...," pp. si-s+)iltr i" ffi"i"' tL Ta.buiconantes to experience increased
populariry * . P.,-;t;;b"l Ji totd iat*iq'' ln recent years a number of tabut'
like monumen" rtt"J b"t" too"*otd at roundaboua and in parks in various
parts of the city, ;Jt;;;" number of government offices in town have their
g*ry, d.co.ated with pouredcement statuary in the form of tabut'
142. Inmore recent ye;td:;;;*Jnt'it -"oi rtas appeared painted on the skins of
tlre large .t*., (rlol; rrre d nTalntt obsewances andlas also been incorporated into
tlre patterns ot uoriii:rirp.lia;.a r*al form of batihwStch has uaditionallv
.-iloy.,l characters from the Arabic scripr in ia designs'
i43. The subtitle of ,il;t*t;a; is, "Membela dan Mengamalkan Pancasila"-"De-
fenc{ ancl Secure the Official State Ideology'"
111. "T'zhut Bukan Upacara Keagamaan'"
145. Hobsbawo, tt. S.r."i, fura".iio.a ooi".traliry" increases the degree to 
which indi-
vidual parricip.o*-.r. .ii. ,o atuibute "multiple meanings'-ro rhe same ritualized
activity. fo, . ai,**ion oi this witlin the context of Muharram uadition in
Trinidacl, see Chelto*ski 6' Korom: "Communiry Proces and the Performance
of Muharam Observances in Trinidad'" (1993)'
146. Such Muharram ;;;;;;.r have created'adminisuati"e problems in several areas
in the former Bri;il il;;-ro.t ., the infamous "Hosay Riot" in 1884. (singh
1988)Closertoourareaofio"o',theapproachofMuharramcausedgreatanxiety
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f.r c.lonial officials in Singapore throughout the nineteenrh and early rwenrieth
c-enturies. (See, for example. Buckley 1902) Even in Bengkulu dirtu.baoces *e.e
not aitoeether unknown as can be gleamed from stories oithe rather ro- dy rrcru|
r/o/ of days gone by that are sdll remembered by older members of tie com-rr-
nlry.
As I lrave often been told by those directly involved ,the Tabut rs now.pernrnjukan
kebutlavaan saja."
"Perayaan Tahtt b'akanlah ibadah tetapi semata-mara merupakan upaya untuk
rnelestarikan dan rnengernbangkan budaya daerah. Jangan ..n.r-p.r.'-.drrli*Ttbut dengan agama." (Tabut Bukan Upacara Keagamaan," Haian Scmarek:Mtyilrcll d.tn Mengamalhan Pancasila. Tahun ke_6, No. Z+0. Senin, 6 Juli, 1992. p.1. (condlued on p. 12))
As has also been an issue elsewhere s.ch as in Tana Toraja, South sulawesi. see:Vollanan, 1990.
"Uniqv in Diversity"
BeIl,122-23.
Apa dtn Sia1ta..., 1,8.
Ibid., 19.
Grimes. 8.
Bell, 186.
""'particularly in a fairly homogenous group with general recognition of key syrn-bols, where a sense of unitv.can be achieued thro"rrgh .orrr.oi,o A" for_r,'.rra
where rnosr s'bgroups benefit in some way from the"simultaneous integration anddifferentiation of the social order.', (Bell, it6)
Ibid., 197.
Such an" approach may be marked as "functionalist", and thus incur criticism from
'seversl f16ou in a number of disciplines. However, several of these criticisms rnay
be av.ided by refining some common percepdons of Functionalis-, rouo*irrg i'
the line-s of Robert Menon (in his "Manifct and Latenr Functions;) and EriestNagel ("A F.nnalizadon oJ Func ionalism"), among others. By i...i"g ou.r.r*,frorn such profidess postulates as Universai Functiinalism 
."a ioairpl.or.lifi y,
while at the same time recognizing the inclependence o{ Functionalism f.o- ariypanicrriar icleology, we may yet find some ualue in what Ernest Gellner h; ;;;;;
'rrirxlerate Furctionalism, or Functionalism as a method.,, (Gellner, 119jGrimes. 15.
148.
I+7.
149.
1 50.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
1 58.
r59.
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